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PAVED WITH GOOD INTENTIONS: UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES OF FEDERAL PROPOSALS TO INTEGRATE CHILD SUPPORT AND PARENTING TIME
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INTRODUCTION***

Parents typically get to decide for themselves how to divide the rights and responsibilities they share for raising and supporting their children.\(^1\) Such responsibilities include caring for, making important decisions about, and financially supporting children.\(^2\) Parents who live together allocate these
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\(^***\) We decided to co-author this Article to bring our differing family law litigation and policy experiences to bear on the subject of integrating custody and visitation determinations in child support proceedings. Lisa Martin and her clinic students primarily have represented survivors of domestic violence in protection orders, domestic relations and immigration matters. Her practice has included establishment, modification, and enforcement of child support. Most of her clients are low income, custodial parents. Stacy Brustin and her clinic students have represented low income clients in a variety of civil matters, specializing over the last ten years in child support, public benefits, and unemployment compensation. She has represented both custodial and non-custodial parents in paternity and child support cases. Her clinic also partners with two legal services agencies to provide limited advice and assistance services to pro se litigants (primarily non-custodial parents) who have cases pending on the paternity and child support dockets at D.C. Superior Court. While writing this Article we shared the insights we have developed through our representation of custodial and non-custodial parents, asked hard questions of one another, pushed ourselves to confront misperceptions that we may have acquired, and attempted to generate realistic and balanced court-reform and policy recommendations.


Responsibilities informally every day. Parents who live apart may divide and share these responsibilities informally, or may choose to formalize the terms of their parenting arrangements by entering into a contract or obtaining a court order addressing custody and child support. Absent a contract or a court order to the contrary, in most states, a child’s legally recognized parents have full, co-extensive rights and responsibilities regarding the child.

Unless concerns about abuse and neglect arise or a parent initiates a divorce, custody, or support case, the state typically has no role in allocating parents’ rights and responsibilities over children. The state has an overarching duty to act in the interests of children, but this duty is secondary to parental rights to make autonomous decisions about childrearing.

During the past several decades, federal child support law and policy has altered significantly the traditional scope of parental autonomy for parents seeking cash welfare benefits to financially support their children. In exchange for Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (“TANF”) payments, custodial parents give up the right to decide how to share the responsibility for financially

4. Id.
5. Legally recognized parents include biological mothers, parents whose paternity or maternity is established by operation of statute or through voluntary acknowledgement of parentage, and individuals whose paternity or maternity is established through adjudication or adoption. See infra Part I.A.
7. See infra Part I.A.
supporting their children with co-parents. Instead, TANF recipients must assign their rights to collect child support to the state. The state then initiates proceedings to establish parentage, if not already determined, and enter a child support order against the noncustodial parent even if the custodial parent would prefer not to do so.

Congress also permits states to use federal funding to pursue child support orders on behalf of parents who formerly received TANF, or never received TANF. These parents are not required to use the services of the state child support agency, but choose to do so because the state offers a low cost avenue for pursuing child support. This broadened mission of state agencies has expanded the size and reach of child support programs dramatically at the same time that TANF rolls have declined. Today, state child support agencies initiate approximately fifty percent of all child support cases in the United States.

Federal policy not only has shaped the level of state intervention in the child support context but also the nature of child support proceedings. As a condition of federal funding for TANF and child support programs, states must establish expedited processes for establishing child support orders through judicial, quasi-judicial, or administrative proceedings. Unlike traditional domestic relations courts in which parties have the option (or in some cases are required) to adjudicate custody, visitation, and child support in one proceeding, state-initiated child support proceedings typically only address parentage and support. The limited jurisdiction of such proceedings allows courts to expedite the establishment of support orders while reserving custody and visitation matters for the traditional process of judicial review. Yet, this segregation of child support claims has created inequities.

The segregation of child support claims has resulted in the development of dual adjudicatory systems for allocating parental caretaking responsibilities:

15. In this Article, we will refer to the parent who owes a duty to pay child support as the “noncustodial parent” and the parent who is owed child support as the “custodial parent” because these are the terms most often used in our practice and by the federal Office of Child Support Enforcement. These terms do not necessarily reflect the distribution of custody rights between the parents involved. Other terms used to distinguish between the parent parties in child support proceedings include resident/nonresident parent and obligor/obligee parent.
17. Id. § 657.
20. SOLOMON-FEARS, supra note 18, at 4-5.
21. See infra Part II.C.
23. See infra Part I.A.
domestic relations courts and parentage and child support tribunals. Each system offers substantively and procedurally different options for addressing issues related to children.25 Low-income parents, particularly those receiving TANF and Medicaid, most frequently enter the system through parentage and child support tribunals where visitation and custody issues generally are not addressed.26 Parents who want court intervention to address these issues must file separate and time consuming actions in another court.27 These parents usually pursue such separate custody and visitation cases without the benefit of legal representation.28

Divorcing and unmarried couples with higher incomes seeking court intervention generally do so through dissolution and domestic relations courts.29 These parents frequently have the option either to address custody, visitation, and child support in an integrated fashion or to resolve certain issues through the courts while privately resolving others outside of the court system.30 The government has justified its involvement in parentage and child support proceedings, which traditionally were considered private domestic relations matters, as necessary to facilitate cost recapture.31 Government initiated child support collection has aimed to reimburse states for TANF payments and help financially strapped parents secure additional resources that prevent them from needing TANF payments in the future.32 The resulting intervention into the support-related parenting arrangements of low-income families was viewed as a reasonable trade to ensure that “deadbeat” dads do their fair share to support their children and repay the states for the financial support needed by single mothers

27. See infra Part II.
30. See infra Part I. Many middle income litigants in domestic relations proceedings cannot afford legal counsel and proceed pro se as well. Leslie Feitz, Pro Se Litigants in Domestic Relations Cases, 21 J. AM. ACAD. MATRIM. LAW. 193, 194 (2008).
32. See OCSE Fact Sheet, supra note 31; see also Turetsky supra, note 26, at 410.
as a result of their absence. As policymakers have begun to understand that noncustodial parents (usually fathers) are more often “deadbroke” rather than “deadbeat,” the mission and goals of the federal Office of Child Support Enforcement (“OCSE”) have begun to change. Rather than continuing its past focus on securing as much of a noncustodial parent’s income as possible to pay off current and past-due support obligations, OCSE is encouraging the establishment of “right sized orders” and promoting employment programs as well as parenting time programs to enhance noncustodial parents’ capacity and incentive to pay support.

The concept of integrating parenting time arrangements into child support orders has garnered significant attention at the national level. The President, Congress, and the United States Department of Health and Human Services have introduced parenting time proposals, all of which have the potential to further limit parental autonomy and dramatically expand state involvement in the lives of low-income families. In 2013, 2014, and again in 2015, President Obama’s proposed budget placed a new condition on receipt of federal TANF funds, which would mandate that all state-initiated child support orders include

33. Wimberly, supra note 28, at 736.
35. “Parenting time” is a term increasingly used by states to refer to periods in which a noncustodial parent is entitled to spend time with a child. Elrod, supra note 3, at § 4.1. Historically, parenting time was commonly referred to as “visitation.” Id. States have begun to alter the terminology in response to noncustodial parent objections to being relegated to “visitor” status. Id. Both parenting time and visitation periods are often distinguished from rights of “physical custody” or “primary residential custody,” which entitles a parent to reside with and spend all time not accounted for in periods of parenting time or visitation with a child. Id. But see J. Herbie DiFonzo, From the Rule of One to Shared Parenting: Custody Presumptions in Law and Policy, 52 Fam. Ct. Rev. 213, 225 (2014) (“Minnesota has substituted a “parenting time” decision for the former decree allocating residential custody and visitation”) (citing Minn. Stat. Ann. § 518.175 (2014)).
38. Id.
parenting time provisions beginning in 2019. In September 2014, Congress adopted a Sense of the Congress resolution, which identifies the establishment of parenting time provisions within child support orders as “an important goal,” and encourages states to use existing federal funds to establish and encourage such programs. In November 2014, the United States Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”) issued a proposed regulation that would permit state-initiated child support orders to “recognize parenting time provisions pursuant to State child support guidelines or when both parents have agreed to the parenting time provisions.”

Those advocating for these major policy changes posit that integrating child support and parenting time promotes increased engagement of fathers with their children. This, in turn, enhances fathers’ willingness to comply with child support orders, strengthens the health and welfare of children, and promotes fairness by permitting parents to allocate financial and child rearing responsibilities in one proceeding.

At first glance, the proposals seem to offer common sense measures to address some of the inequities that the segregation of child support matters from determinations of visitation and custody has engendered. Rather than having costly parallel proceedings, adjudicating parenting time in state-initiated child support cases ostensibly could provide a more efficient process that, on its face, resembles the integrated domestic relations approach frequently used to resolve family disputes upon divorce or following the separation of married parents. Such an integrated approach also appears to balance the playing field so that parents who are required to pay support are also assured an opportunity to spend time with their children. However, the proposals to require adjudication of parenting time in government initiated child support cases threaten to undermine the due process rights of both parents, impose an unjust burden on low-income families, weaken the quality of custody and visitation determinations, and immerse the federal government and state agencies in decisions that are more

39. Id.
42. See supra notes 37, 40, 41.
43. Id.
44. See Administration’s FY 2014 Budget, supra note 37; HHS 2014 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, supra note 41, at 68556; 2014 Congressional Resolution, supra note 40.
45. See infra Part II.A.
46. See infra Part II.A.
appropriately left to parental discretion and impartial judicial officers. The proposals have the potential to deepen the state’s involvement in the lives of low-income families and reshape the nature of child custody and visitation proceedings.

This Article proceeds in three parts to evaluate the merits of integrating custody and visitation determinations in government-initiated child support proceedings. Part I situates the federal parenting time proposals within the doctrines that shape the scope and allocation of parental rights and responsibilities. This part explores parents’ ability to establish custody, visitation, and child support arrangements, both outside of the court system and within the context of domestic relations proceedings. The section goes on to explore the federal and state child support enforcement structure and recent attempts to change the goal of government involvement from recapturing costs to creating opportunities for parents to support and develop relationships with their children.

Part II explores the potential benefits of integrating child custody and visitation issues in child support proceedings. The section then analyzes the risks posed by proposals to mandate or incentivize integration as part of the state child support enforcement process. Part II posits that although it is important to offer integrated options to all parents, regardless of income, marital status, or port of entry for court filing, proposals to achieve integration through the state child support enforcement process undermine the fundamental rights of parents and inappropriately enmesh the government in the lives of low-income families.

Finally, Part III proposes alternative mechanisms for encouraging parental access to children while protecting fundamental constitutional rights and ensuring quality custody and visitation determinations. It suggests that state courts and legislatures should develop integrated options for parents involved in state-initiated and non-state child support matters that: are voluntary; treat both parents as parties; explicitly address custody and visitation rights; incorporate procedural safeguards; offer clear legal information and assistance to ensure informed decision making; and utilize alternative dispute resolution (“ADR”) mechanisms which offer families the opportunity to determine family arrangements in more non-adversarial settings. Although giving parents the option to address custody and visitation in child support cases is a worthy policy and court reform goal, it is not a strategy that necessarily will lead to greater child support compliance. Given the lack of rigorous empirical evidence demonstrating a causal link between visitation and child support compliance, the section ends by recommending that the federal Office of Child Support Enforcement and Congress prioritize and fund policies that directly incentivize financial support of children, including subsidized employment assistance, recognition of in-kind support, and child support assurance programs.

47. See infra Parts II and III.
I. ALLOCATING PARENTING RESPONSIBILITIES: PARENTAL ACCESS, CARETAKING, AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF CHILDREN

A. The Scope of Parents’ Discretion to Allocate Their Rights and Responsibilities as Parents

To contextualize how child support, child custody, and visitation remedies operate, it is useful to consider what they are meant to replace. A mother’s legal relationship to her biological child typically is established automatically by virtue of the child’s birth. The legal relationship of a father to a child may be established by marriage with the child’s birth mother, adoption, or formal establishment of parentage through a voluntary acknowledgment or DNA testing.

In the majority of states, legally recognized parents have coextensive parental rights and responsibilities by operation of law, regardless of their marital status and how they choose to structure their households. In these states both parents share rights to physical custody of the child, which includes the right to reside with and spend time with a child, and legal custody, which includes the right to make important decisions regarding the child. Each parent also remains responsible for financially maintaining the child. These rights and


51. See, e.g., CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 45a-606 (West 2015) (“The father and mother of every minor child are joint guardians of the person of the minor, and the powers, rights and duties of the father and the mother in regard to the minor shall be equal”); ME. REV. STAT. tit. 19-A, § 1651 (2015) (“The father and mother are the joint natural guardians of their minor children and are jointly entitled to the care, custody, control, services and earnings of their children. Neither parent has any rights paramount to the rights of the other with reference to any matter affecting their children”); TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. § 151.001 (West 2007). See also Deville v. Lagrange, 388 So.2d 696, 698 (La. 1980) (“Parenthood itself confers a right to custody”); sources cited supra note 6. But see Clare Huntington, Postmarital Family Law: A Legal Structure for Nonmarital Families, 67 STAN. L. REV. 167, 203-205 (2015) (noting that the majority of states do not have a default rule for allocating custody between parents when the parents are unmarried but arguing that the entitlement of both parents to a relationship with a child is distinct from physical or legal custody).


53. See e.g., CAL. FAM. CODE § 3900 (West 2014); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 50-13.4 (2014); N.Y. FAM. LAW § 413 (McKinney 2014); 23 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 4321 (West 2014); TEX. FAM.
responsibilities attach automatically by operation of law to legally recognized parents; parents do not need to obtain a court order to exercise authority over their children. \(^{54}\) Approximately fifteen states differentiate between married and unmarried parents, establishing that an unmarried mother has sole custody of a child at birth and an unmarried father must seek court intervention to establish his rights to custody and visitation. \(^{55}\)

When parents live together they jointly, at least in theory, share responsibility for meeting children’s needs through financial support, emotional support, and physical caretaking. \(^{56}\) A division of labor results and parents make trade-offs; for example, one parent may work longer hours to bring in more financial support, requiring the other to devote more time to physical care, while both may provide emotional support. Whether parents live under one roof or live separate lives, absent evidence of abuse and neglect, the law in most states permits parents to allocate parenting responsibilities and obligations as they see fit. \(^{57}\)

If parents cannot agree on how to allocate caretaking responsibilities or financial resources to meet a child’s needs, parents can seek court intervention. State statutes and common law require courts to use overarching principles, such as the best interest of the child, to determine how to allocate these rights and duties. \(^{58}\) The statutes and common law that govern the establishment and

\(^{54}\) See supra notes 6, 51, 52; see also Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 576-66 (2000) (parents have a fundamental liberty interest in making decisions regarding the care, custody, and control of their children).

\(^{55}\) Huntington, supra note 51, at 204-05, n.204. Some states appear to have conflicting laws on this point. Compare S.C. CODE ANN. § 63-17-20 (2014) (“Unless the court orders otherwise, the custody of an illegitimate child is solely in the natural mother unless the mother has relinquished her rights to the child. If paternity has been acknowledged or adjudicated, the father may petition the court for rights of visitation or custody in a proceeding before the court apart from an action to establish paternity”), with S.C. CODE ANN. § 63-5-30 (2014) (“The mother and father are the joint natural guardians of their minor children and are equally charged with the welfare and education of their minor children and the care and management of the estates of their minor children; and the mother and father have equal power, rights, and duties, and neither parent has any right paramount to the right of the other concerning the custody of the minor or the control of the services or the earnings of the minor or any other matter affecting the minor”).


\(^{57}\) See supra note 54.

modification of child custody and visitation are generally separate from the statutes and court rules that govern the calculation, distribution, and enforcement of child support.\footnote{59} Although governed by distinct laws, child custody and child support are interrelated in several important ways.\footnote{60} For example, a parent’s ability to spend time with a child may be impacted by the parent’s employment circumstances or the priority that parent places on financial caretaking versus physical or emotional caretaking. Similarly, the financial costs a parent incurs when caring for a child increase in accordance with the amount of time the child spends with that parent.\footnote{61} State child support guidelines (codified in statutes or court rules) often recognize the interconnected nature of child custody and child support issues by considering the amount of time a child spends with each parent when calculating the amount of support owed.\footnote{62}

By invoking the jurisdiction of state courts to address matters of child custody and child support, a parent authorizes the judiciary to exercise its parens patriae role as protector of children and cedes control over the allocation of parenting rights and responsibilities to the state.\footnote{63} In domestic relations or dissolution proceedings\footnote{64} involving married couples who are divorcing or separating, courts often address issues of custody, visitation, and child support.


\footnote{60} See Chauncey Brummer & Janet A. Flaccus, \textit{Modification of Child Custody and Child Support: UCCJEA and UIFSA Collide}, 2000 \textit{ARK. L. NOTES} 15, 18 (2000) ("The fact that there is court concern for the commingling of substantive issues of child support and child custody acknowledges the fact that these issues are often . . . interrelated.").


\footnote{62} Venohr, supra note 59, at 341; Venohr & Williams, supra note 61, at 21-23; see, e.g., COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 14-10-115 (West 2014); D.C. CODE ANN. § 16-916.01 (2014).

\footnote{63} See Santosky v. Kramer, 455 U.S. 745, 766 (1982) ("two state interests are at stake in parental rights termination proceedings—a parens patriae interest in preserving and promoting the welfare of the child . . ."); see also Aaron E. Zurek, \textit{All the King’s Horses and All the King’s Men: The American Family After Troxel, the Parens Patriae of the State, A Mere Eggshell Against the Fundamental Right of Parents to Arbitrate Custody Disputes}, 27 HAMLINE J. PUB. L. & POL’Y 357, 377-83 (2006) (discussing the development of parens patriae).

\footnote{64} “Domestic relations” refers to the body of law dealing with marriage, divorce, adoption, child custody and support, child abuse and neglect, paternity, and juvenile delinquency. \textit{See BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY} (9th ed. 2009) (defining family law). “Dissolution” refers specifically to the severance of legal ties between a married couple. \textit{See id.} (defining divorce).
This holistic approach evolved from the historical practice of treating child custody as a subset of property rights during a marriage dissolution court proceeding. Some states require this type of integration, whereas other states give parents the option to raise issues of custody or child support in divorce proceedings but do not necessarily require them to do so. Unmarried parents also may petition the court to address multiple family law issues in one proceeding. These issues can include establishment of paternity, custody, visitation, and child support. The proceedings generally take place in...

67. See, e.g., 750 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/601 (2014); N.Y. DOM. REL. § 240 (McKinney 2014); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3105.21 (2014); WIS. STAT. ANN. § 767.41 (2014). See also Engemann v. Engemann, 219 N.W.2d 777, 780 (Mich. Ct. App. 1974) (“Where a trial court has jurisdiction to grant a divorce, it is mandatory that the court dispose of any related matters concerning spousal support, child support, and property”); Rich v. Rich, 871 S.W.2d 618, 624 (Mo. Ct. App. 1994) (“In Missouri, it is mandatory for a trial court in a dissolution case, where it has jurisdiction to do so, to provide for the custody of a minor dependent child of the parties.”).
68. See, e.g., ALASKA STAT. § 25.24.150 (2014); CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 46b-56 (2014) (“at any time after the return day of any complaint under section 46b-45, the court may make or modify any proper order regarding the custody, care, education, visitation and support of the children if it has jurisdiction”) (emphasis added); D.C. CODE ANN. § 16-914 (1)(A)(2014) (“In any proceeding between parents in which the custody of a child is raised as an issue, the best interest of the child shall be the primary consideration”) (emphasis added); MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 208, § 28 (2014); MISS. CODE ANN. § 93-5-23 (2014); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2A:34-23 (West 2014); OR. REV. STAT. § 107.105 (2014); W. VA. CODE ANN. § 48-5-603 (2014). See also Strohmeyer v. Strohmeyer, 439 A.2d 367, 369 (Conn. 1981) (affirming the power of the court to consider and rule upon matters of custody in divorce cases where the parties choose not to bring custody issues before the court). In several states, once a court determines a divorce action that does not address custody, the court may maintain jurisdiction to decide child custody and support at a later date. See, e.g., Roble v. Roble, 295 S.W.2d 817, 818 (Tenn. App. 1956); see generally CLARK, supra note 2, at 791; MISS. DIVORCE, ALIMONY & CHILD CUSTODY § 14:6 (2014); 19 TENN. PRAC. TENN. DIVORCE, ALIMONY & CHILD CUSTODY § 22:7 (2d ed. 2014); George Blum et. al., Jurisdiction of Court to Award Custody After Final Judgment of Divorce, 24A AM. JUR. 2D DIVORCE AND SEPARATION § 866 (2015); M.L. Cross, Opening or Modification of Divorce Decree as to Custody or Support of Child not Provided for in the Decree, 71 A.L.R.2d 1370 (1960).
69. See, e.g., In re G.J.A., 331 P.3d 835, 837 (Mont. 2014) (Unmarried father filed a petition for a parenting plan to determine custody as well as for child support); In re ARF, 307 P.3d 852, 854 (Wyo. 2013) (Unmarried father filed action seeking establishment of paternity, custody and child support and trial court awarded custody to the mother, visitation to the father and child support to the mother); Hebert v. Schexnayder, 113 So. 3d 1097, 1099 (La. Ct. App. 2013) (Unmarried mother filed for establishment of paternity, joint custody and child support); Jeffers v. McLeary, 118 So. 3d 287 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2013) (Trial court addressed both child support and custody (time sharing) in case involving unmarried parents).
70. Id.
the family or domestic relations branch of the trial court.71

Whether raised as part of a divorce case or within a separate custody filing, courts frequently refer or mandate parties to participate in mediation to resolve issues related to children.72 Mediation offers parents the opportunity to negotiate agreements regarding custody, visitation, and/or support, which may be incorporated or merged into a court order.73 The authority courts have to alter custody agreements reached by parties varies by state.74 In some states, parents have broad discretion to fashion caretaking and financial arrangements and courts are required to give considerable deference to such agreements.75 Other states require greater scrutiny of parental agreements to ensure that they serve children’s best interests.76

One significant difference between custody cases involving married and unmarried parents is that by operation of law, married parents are assumed to be the parents of any children born during the marriage and therefore are presumed to have de facto custody while married and entitled to seek formal custody of those children after separation.77 By contrast, unmarried fathers and non-biological mothers must establish parentage and legitimize their parental status

72. See generally Jane C. Murphy, Revitalizing the Adversary System in Family Law, 78 U. CIN. L. REV. 891, 911-14 (2010); see Carrie Menkel-Meadow et al., Dispute Resolution: Beyond the Adversarial Model 407-09 (1st ed. 2005).
73. See, e.g., Neb. Rev. Stat. § 42-364 (1)(a) (2014) (“In an action under Chapter 42 involving child support, child custody, parenting time, visitation, or other access, the parties and their counsel, if represented, shall develop a parenting plan as provided in the Parenting Act. If the parties and counsel do not develop a parenting plan . . . the case shall be referred to mediation or specialized alternative dispute resolution as provided in the Parenting Act”); N.C. Gen. Stat. Ann. § 50-13.1 (b) (West 2013) (“Whenever it appears to the court, from the pleadings or otherwise, that an action involves a contested issue as to the custody or visitation of a minor child, the matter, where there is a program established pursuant to G.S. 7A-494, shall be set for mediation of the unresolved issues as to custody and visitation. . . . Alimony, child support, and other economic issues may not be referred for mediation pursuant to this section.”).
74. Linda Jellum, Parents Know Best: Revising Our Approach to Parental Custody Agreements, 65 Ohio St. L.J. 615, 618 (2004); see, e.g., D.C. Code Ann. 16-914 (2014) (permitting courts to reject or change parental agreements regarding custody only if there is clear and convincing evidence that such agreement is not in the best interests of the child); see also E. Gary Spitko, Reclaiming the “Creatures of the State”: Contracting for Child Custody Decisionmaking in the Best Interests of the Family, 57 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 1139, 1212 (2000).
75. Jellum, supra note 74, at 618; see, e.g., D.C. Code Ann. 16-914 (2014); see also Spitko, supra note 74, at 1212.
76. Jellum, supra note 74, at 623.
before pursuing custody or visitation rights in court. Many states have established separate courts or administrative agency proceedings to deal with parentage and support issues. This bifurcation of proceedings has accelerated with the proliferation of cases initiated by state child support agencies. These state agencies bring cases on behalf of two categories of parents: i) low-income parents who receive benefits through the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families cash benefits program and have assigned their right to collect support to the state and ii) parents who formerly received or never received TANF but seek child support services from the states. Unlike divorce and custody proceedings, which typically permit or require parents to address issues of custody and child support together, proceedings in child support courts or administrative tribunals generally do not permit parents to address issues of custody or visitation. Parents who desire adjudication of child custody and visitation must pursue separate proceedings in a different forum.

B. The Evolving Mission of the State Child Support Enforcement System

In recent decades, as federal welfare policy has shifted to emphasize child support rather than public assistance as a primary source of financial support for low-income families, the reach and influence of state child support enforcement agencies upon families in the United States has dramatically expanded. Today, state child support agencies serve approximately 17 million children and their parents.

Initially, the primary goals of state involvement in parentage and child support matters included recapturing costs expended by the state on public

---

78. Id.; Bernardo Cuadra, Family Law-Maternal andJoint Custody Presumptions for Unmarried Parents: Constitutional and Policy Considerations in Massachusetts and Beyond, 32 W. NEW ENG. L. REV. 599, 619-20 (2010).

79. See, e.g., OR. REV. STAT. ANN. § 416.419 (2)(a) (West 2015) (“When a hearing is requested pursuant to ORS 416.427, the tribunal is the Office of Administrative Hearings, except as provided in ORS 416.430 (b). When an order is appealed pursuant to ORS 416.427 (6), the tribunal is a circuit court.”) See also Huntington, supra note 51, at 183.

80. Id.

81. Turetsky, supra note 26, at 403; see also SOLOMON-FEARS, supra note 18, at 4-5.

82. See Huntington, supra note 51, at 183-84.


85. OCSE Fact Sheet, supra note 31 (state child support agencies assisted 16.9 million children in FY 2013); see also Turetsky, supra note 26, at 403 (citing Linda Mellgren et al., Characteristics of Families Using Title IV-D Services in 2001, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, U.S. Dep’t of Health and Human Servs., http://aspe.hhs.gov/hsp/CSE-Char04/index.htm (last visited May 6, 2015), archived at http://perma.cc/K4XA-AHEM (Approximately sixty percent of all child support-eligible families utilize IV-D agency services)).
assistance benefits and preventing parents from becoming dependent on public benefits at some point in the future.\textsuperscript{86} Section IV-D of the Social Security Act ("Section IV-D")\textsuperscript{87} required parents who received cash welfare benefits to assign their rights to collect child support to the state.\textsuperscript{88} The law aimed to compel noncustodial parents to comply with their legal obligations to financially support their children and replenish state dollars expended on children.\textsuperscript{89} The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act ("PRWORA") of 1996 ramped up these efforts by requiring states to maintain robust child support enforcement programs.\textsuperscript{90}

Federally funded programs also expanded to extend state child support services at very low cost to parents who formerly received TANF or never received TANF.\textsuperscript{91} This expansion aimed to increase the financial resources of low to moderate income families and decrease the number of families who otherwise might resort to cash welfare benefits.\textsuperscript{92} This focus on cost recapture has shaped the relationships of parents to one another and altered the ability of low-income parents to allocate shared parenting responsibilities.\textsuperscript{93} Section IV-D and PRWORA compel the lowest income families to submit at least some of their parental decision-making (regarding how parents will share and reimburse one another for financial support for a child and provide medical insurance) to government intervention via child support proceedings.\textsuperscript{94} Parents who need TANF benefits give up the opportunity to work out financial support arrangements informally between themselves and instead must cooperate with state efforts to establish parentage and collect support.\textsuperscript{95} The processes for establishing child support orders vary widely among states, from litigation oriented, court-based processes like that in the District of Columbia to largely administrative processes like those in Pennsylvania.\textsuperscript{96}


\textsuperscript{87} Because they originate from this section of the Social Security Act, state child support enforcement agencies often are called "IV-D agencies." Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 651-669b (2014) (Title IV-D).

\textsuperscript{88} 42 U.S.C. § 656 (2014).

\textsuperscript{89} Id. § 651.

\textsuperscript{90} See generally id. §§ 651-669b.


\textsuperscript{92} Id.; see also Turetsky, supra note 26, at 410.

\textsuperscript{93} See Daniel L. Hatcher, Child Support Harming Children: Subordinating the Best Interests of Children to the Fiscal Interests of the State, 42 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 1029, 1066-70 (2007) (discussing the beneficial and detrimental effects of allowing states to recapture costs).

\textsuperscript{94} See generally 42 U.S.C. § 659 (2014); see also Wimberly, supra note 28, at 736.

\textsuperscript{95} 42 U.S.C. § 608 (2014).

Whatever the process, the outcome of state-initiated child support proceedings is the same: the parents’ financial support obligation is governed by a legally binding and enforceable order that directs one parent to pay his or her share of a child’s financial support to the state or to the child’s other parent (or caretaker), and generally also determines how medical coverage will be provided to the child[ren].

In many states, only the parent alleged to owe support is considered a party to a child support proceeding initiated by the state child support agency. In such jurisdictions, the state is the initiating party and the custodial parent to whom support is owed is not considered a party to the action unless she formally intervenes in or joins the action. This is true even though the interests of the state child support agency and the custodial parent may differ and, in some cases, directly conflict. Instead, the custodial parent is considered a witness and may not be entitled to formal notice or an opportunity to be heard in the case.

Until recently, state child support agencies have not handled custody or visitation matters. These have been considered private matters between the

---

97. See, e.g., 28 U.S.C. § 1738B (2014); IDAHO CODE ANN. § 7-1402 (West 2014); IND. CODE ANN. § 31-18-1-3 (West 2014); N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 52C-1-101 (West 2014); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3119.01(B)(2) (West 2014). See, e.g., OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3119.30(A) (West 2007) (“In any action or proceeding in which a child support order is issued or modified, the court, with respect to court child support orders, and the child support enforcement agency, with respect to administrative child support orders, shall determine the person or persons responsible for the health care of the children subject to the child support order and shall include provisions for the health care of the children in the child support order.”). Additionally, states have the option to provide a “pass through” amount to TANF families whereby the state transfers a certain amount of any child support collected (amount varies by state) directly to the TANF family without any resulting reduction in TANF benefits. See, e.g., $150 Pass Through, D.C. CHILD SUPPORT SERVS. Div., http://cssd.dc.gov/page/150-pass-through (last visited Dec. 28, 2014), archived at http://perma.cc/P8XH-V5YG. The District of Columbia, for example, allows up to $150 to be passed through. Id.


99. Id. at 44 (giving examples of various jurisdictions’ positions on a custodial parent’s status as a party in a child support matter).


parents and outside the purview of state interest. However, OCSE, as the agency responsible for setting the mission and strategic goals for the state child support agencies that receive federal funding, has begun to promote a shift in the program’s mission; moving from a goal of cost recapture to a focus on facilitating the ability of noncustodial parents to support children.

The number of TANF recipients has dropped dramatically over the past two decades. This decline is attributable to PRWORA’s establishment of stringent time limits for receipt of TANF and more limited funding available for TANF recipients in many states. As of 2010, only fourteen percent of the entire IV-D caseload consisted of TANF recipients. Increasingly, state child support agencies are assisting families who have never received TANF, who formerly received TANF, or who will only receive TANF for a limited period of time.


103. Cal. Dep’t of Child Support Servs., supra note 102, at 6; Frequently Asked Questions for Child Support Enforcement Division, supra note 102; Noncustodial Parent Information, supra note 102; Tennessee Dep’t of Human Servs., supra note 102, at 4; but see Jessica Pearson et al., A New Look at an Old Issue: An Evaluation of the State Access and Visitation Grant Program, 43 Fam. Ct. Rev. 372, 372 (2005) (“[S]tate child support agencies are playing a more active role in trying to address the practical relationship between visitation and child support payment . . . .”).

104. OCSE Fact Sheet, supra note 31.


109. Vicki Turetsky & Andrea Watson, Center for Law and Social Policy, Child Support Caseload Data: Recent Trends iii (1998) (“Over the years, the composition of the IV-D caseload has changed significantly. This is because the non-welfare caseload has grown much
The original cost recapture mission of the child support collection apparatus is becoming obsolete as states have, at most, a minimal pecuniary interest in collecting reimbursement for receipt of time-limited TANF or for TANF arrears.\footnote{See id.}

As a result of these shifting realities, OSCE has encouraged state agencies to move from a punitive enforcement approach to an approach that focuses on setting realistic child support orders, encouraging engaged fatherhood, and facilitating access to children.\footnote{See OSCE Strategic Plan, supra note 31, at 9-10; see also Office of Child Support Enforcement, Dep’t of Health and Human Servs., Noncustodial Parents: Summaries of Research, Grants and Practices 6 (2009), available at http://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/ocse/dcl_09_26a.pdf, archived at https://perma.cc/WCZ5-VPGM?type=pdf [hereinafter Noncustodial Parents] (funding the Partners for Fragile Fathers program which sought to encourage positive relationships between unmarried fathers and their children).} To this end, state child support agencies have begun to offer services to families such as job training and parenting education.\footnote{See Office of Child Support Enforcement, Dep’t of Health and Human Servs. Work-Oriented Programs With Active Child Support Agency Involvement That Serves Noncustodial Parents 1 (2014) (“As of February 2014, at least 30 states and the District of Columbia have work-oriented programs with active child support agency involvement . . . .”).}

PRWORA encouraged this increased focus on parental involvement, specifically noncustodial fathers’ involvement with their children.\footnote{Congress authorized the State Access and Visitation Program in 1996. This program awarded annual grants of $10 million per year to states engaged in access and visitation programs. Parenting Time Orders, supra note 83, at 1. Several studies have demonstrated an association between child support and visitation, but these studies have not actually determined whether there is a causal link between the two. See generally Lenna Nepomnyaschy & Irwin Garfinkel, Child Support Enforcement and Fathers’ Contributions to Their Nonmarital Children, 84 Soc. Serv. Rev. 341 (2010). Research more clearly points to the connection between parental access and other positive outcomes for children such as stronger educational performance and decreased negative behavior. Solangel Maldonado, Deadbeat or Deadbroke: Redefining Child Support for Poor Fathers, 39 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 991, 997-98 n.24-29 (2006) (citing numerous studies on the benefits of fathers involvement with their children).} The legislation authorized increased funding for fathering programs, grounded on the premise that fathers who are more involved in parenting pay higher amounts of child support.\footnote{42 U.S.C. § 603(a)(2)(C) (2014).} This funding enabled state child support agencies to develop programs to facilitate increased access of noncustodial parents to children through “parenting time” agreements. These programs use the terminology “parenting time” rather than “visitation” to soften the potentially negative suggestion that one parent merely “visits” with his or her own child.\footnote{Mark D. Brent, Current Trends in Dissolution of Marriage, Child Custody Litigation, and Mediation of Dissolution Actions in Illinois, Strategies for Family Law in Illinois 3 (Falls ed., Aspatore 2010) (“‘Parenting time’ should be the preferred term. Because there are more cases faster than the welfare caseload.”).} Whether
increased access actually leads to enhanced child support compliance is the subject of continued research and debate.116

Researchers have conducted studies to assess the impact of visitation on child support payment and the relationship between the amount of child support ordered and the consistency of payment.117 They have analyzed, for example, longitudinal data to assess whether the involvement of noncustodial fathers with their children through formal child support (via court order), informal child support (direct cash payments), in-kind support, or direct time spent with the children decreased the number of hardships faced in mothers’ households.118 Although several initial studies found that expanded visitation leads to increased payment of cash or in-kind support and that such payments can help bring families out of poverty and reduce material and financial hardship, others have suggested that additional studies are needed to identify whether factors such as fathers’ involvement with children leads to more financial support.119 Recent studies demonstrate that the picture is complex and levels of involvement may depend more significantly on factors such as the quality of the relationship between the parents prior to their separation and the status of parents’ new relationships.120 In addition, assessments of whether access and visitation

where both parents have been active ‘hands-on’ caregivers . . . .”). This shift in terminology mirrors changes adopted by states such as Ohio, Tennessee, and Colorado that have abandoned the terms “custody” and “visitation” and substituted “parenting responsibilities” or “parental responsibilities” to denote custody and decision-making as well as the phrase “parenting time” to denote visitation. OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3109.04 (West 2014); TENN. CODE ANN. § 36-6-402 (West 2014); see generally COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 14-10 to -13.7 (West 2014).

116. The National Child Support Enforcement Association has suggested that in such programs, “helping parents to establish parenting-time orders and addressing their parenting-time plans is associated with improved patterns of child support payment.” Id. (discussing OCSE funded demonstration projects and describing the use of facilitators in San Diego, California to help the development of voluntary parenting plans, which address physical residence of the child, decision-making, and time spent with parents); but see Chien-Chung Huang, Mothers’ Reports of Nonresident Fathers’ Involvement with Their Children: Revisiting the Relationship Between Child Support Payment and Visitation, 58 FAM. REL. 54, 58-60 (2009) (there are not adequate findings that increasing the noncustodial parent’s visitation will increase the amount of child support paid).


118. Id. at 32.

119. Id. at 3; see also Nepomnyaschy & Garfinkel, supra note 114, at 370-71 (suggesting that government child support enforcement efforts increases the amount of formal support received by families, but decreases the amount of informal support provided, resulting in a net neutral impact on the overall amount of support that unmarried mothers received).

programs actually have increased noncustodial parents’ access to and time spent with their children are mixed.121

The Obama administration has taken a number of steps to expand the scope of state child enforcement programs to include “parenting time.”122 In October 2013, OCSE published a clarification of its mission to specify that it encompasses the establishment of parenting time arrangements.123 President Obama’s recent budgets included a “Child Support and Fatherhood Initiative,” which would impose a new condition on states that accept federal TANF funds.124 The initiative would require state child support agencies to address “parenting time responsibilities” in all new child support orders sought by the state by 2019.125

HHS issued a similar proposed regulation in November 2014, which likewise would revise the conditions imposed on states that accept federal funding to permit state child support agencies to include parenting time provisions in the child support orders they establish.126 Specifically, the proposed rule would allow state-initiated child support orders to “recognize parenting time provisions pursuant to State child support guidelines or when both parents have agreed to the parenting time provisions.”127 The agency clarified that the “pursuant to State child support guidelines” language is intended to encompass state child support guidelines that “incorporate allowances or credits for the amount of time children spend with both parents in the calculation of the child support order amount.”128 State child support guidelines in more than thirty states contain such provisions.129


122. See PARENTING TIME ORDERS, supra note 83, at 1.


124. See Administration’s FY 2014 Budget, supra note 37.

125. Id.

126. HHS 2014 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, supra note 41, at 68580.

127. Id.

128. Id. at 68556. Therefore, the “or” suggests that such states could mandate the incorporation of parenting time provisions in child support orders regardless of parental consent.

129. See Venohr, supra note 59, at 341 (noting that thirty-four state guidelines contained a shared parenting time adjustment in 2013).
Congress recently also has focused its attention on the integration of child support determinations and parenting time. In September 2014, Congress adopted a Sense of the Congress resolution regarding parenting time arrangements. The Resolution states that increased parental access strengthens the parent-child relationship and leads to improved child support collection. It concludes that it is the Sense of the Congress that “establishing parenting time arrangements when obtaining child support orders is an important goal which should be accompanied by strong family violence safeguards,” and recommends that states use existing funds to establish and facilitate such programs. Although the resolution has no force of law, its enactment indicates growing support for the integrated “parenting time” concept. In addition, at least one state—Texas—has had its own such mandate in place under state law since the 1990s.

All of these policies aim to foster an integration of child support and child custody issues that typically is available in the domestic relations context but lacking in parentage and support proceedings. However, the policies also raise fundamental questions about whether the government should play any role in allocating the childrearing rights and responsibilities of private individuals and whether, instead, this integration should be achieved through alternative means.

II. THE UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES OF WELL-INTENTIONED “PARENTING TIME” POLICIES

The federal proposals to integrate parenting time provisions in state-initiated child support determinations are well-intentioned. In some respects, the proposals may be understood as a logical extension of existing family court practices. The substantive issues of child custody, visitation, and support are interrelated: whether and how parents share physical caretaking of children impacts parents’ financial support responsibilities; and financial support responsibilities impact the time parents have to devote to caretaking. State

---

130. 2014 Congressional Resolution, supra note 40.
131. Id. at 303(a)(2).
132. Id. at 303(b)(1).
133. Id. at 303(b)(2) (“States should use existing funding sources to support the establishment of parenting time arrangements, including child support incentives, Access and Visitation Grants, and Healthy Marriage Promotion and Responsible Fatherhood Grants.”).
136. See, e.g., Brummer & Flaccus, supra note 60, at 18 (“The fact that there is court concern
laws acknowledge this interrelationship. Many state child support guidelines, for example, recognize that costs to support children differ depending on the amount of time each parent cares for the child. Some custody statutes consider parents’ financial means when assessing what caretaking arrangement will serve the best interests of the child. Integrated resolution of custody and child support issues is routine in dissolution and domestic relations proceedings. The proposed integration also comports with trends in family court policy promoting a “one judge/one family” structure, which is meant to enable a court to holistically address the needs of families.

The parenting time proposals are also intended to encourage noncustodial parents (largely, fathers) to engage with their children, undoubtedly a laudable goal. Studies have shown that when parents cohabit or have an ongoing relationship, the likelihood that fathers will care for their children both physically and financially is much greater. When the relationship ends or when parents never have more than a casual relationship, it can be difficult for a father to develop and sustain a relationship with his child, particularly if the child’s mother is in another relationship. By linking determinations of support,
custody, and visitation, it is possible to encourage fathers to engage in all aspects of parenting: physical, emotional, and financial caretaking.  

The parenting time proposals also may be an attempt to correct the procedural imbalances that have been caused by federal and state child support policies. Such policies mandate the expedited scheduling of parentage and child support hearings, and offer the assistance of government personnel—including attorneys in states that establish support through court processes—to parents seeking child support without charge or for a nominal fee. In such cases, the government handles service of process, locates income and assets through numerous state and federal databases, prepares and files required documents and pleadings, and takes the lead in judicial and administrative proceedings for the benefit of the state and the custodial parent. By contrast, unless able to retain counsel, a noncustodial parent seeking visitation or a custodial parent who wishes to formalize caretaking arrangements through a domestic relations proceeding must pursue the action independently. Filing fees can be substantial, service of process requirements are complex, gathering and presenting evidence to the court can be challenging, and there is a dearth of legal representation options for low-income litigants. This exclusion of custody and visitation issues from the jurisdiction of child support courts can lead to inadequate, partial remedies for families and perceptions that the

143. See Kim, supra note 141, at 61; Maldonado, supra note 114, at 1003; Jane C. Murphy, Legal Images of Fatherhood: Welfare Reform, Child Support Enforcement, and Fatherless Children, 81 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 325, 374 (2005); see generally Ann Cammett, Deadbeats, Deadbrokes, and Prisoners, 18 GEO. J. ON POVERTY L. & POL’Y 127 (2011). Often, custodial parents want fathers to be more involved with the caretaking of children. Linking these issues could help establish the expectation that taking responsibility for one’s children means more than simply financially supporting children. Id.


145. See, e.g., D.C. CODE § 16-924 (2014) (prescribing that procedures for expedited hearings on child support, which require the judge to make “findings of fact and conclusions of law,” which must occur within thirty days after the hearing ends); see also Legler, supra note 144, at 533.

146. The assistance provided by such agencies is not equivalent to individualized legal representation. Custodial parents are not considered clients by such agencies and the substantial case dockets typically managed by state child support attorneys prevent such attorneys from offering custodial parents much individual attention. See Paula Roberts & Michael Allen, An AFDC Mother’s Right to Counsel: Custody Issues in Proceedings Instigated by the IV-D Agency, 19 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 278 (1985-1986). Nonetheless, as this section describes, the resources provided by state child support agencies enable many parents to pursue child support much more effectively than they could do on their own.

147. See Legler, supra note 144, at 538, 544, 551.

148. See supra note 28; Murphy, supra note 143, at 924-26.

149. Id.; see also Jona Goldschmidt, The Pro Se Litigant’s Struggle for Access to Justice, 40 FAM. CT. REV. 36 (2002); infra notes 271-72 and accompanying text.
adjudicatory process is unfair.\textsuperscript{150}

Although integrating custody and visitation issues within child support proceedings offers several potential benefits, the federal proposals present serious challenges that merit careful consideration and a measured approach.\textsuperscript{151}

\textit{A. Erosion of Fundamental Parental Rights}

The integration of parenting time determinations in every state-initiated child support case, which would be mandated by the Obama Administration’s budget proposal and also could result from the HHS proposed regulation, burdens parents’ ability to choose whether and how much of their family lives to submit to court scrutiny and governance.\textsuperscript{152} The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment provides that parents have a fundamental liberty interest in making decisions regarding the care, custody, and control of their children, as well as a privacy interest in freedom from unwarranted interference in the exercise of their parental duties.\textsuperscript{153} These interests are not absolute; they are balanced against the state’s parens patriae role of preserving and promoting the welfare of the child.\textsuperscript{154} Yet, “so long as a parent adequately cares for his or her children (i.e., is fit), there will normally be no reason for the State to inject itself into the private realm of the family to further question the ability of that parent to make the best decisions concerning the rearing of that parent’s children.”\textsuperscript{155} In other words, the law presumes that “fit parents act in the best interests of their children.”\textsuperscript{156} “The Due Process Clause does not permit a State to infringe on the fundamental right of parents to make child rearing decisions simply because a state judge believes a ‘better’ decision could be made.”\textsuperscript{157} Absent a compelling state interest, states may not infringe upon parents’ rights to raise their children as they see fit.\textsuperscript{158}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{151} See Hatcher, supra note 93, at 1039.
\bibitem{152} See Administration’s FY 2014 Budget, supra note 37; HHS 2014 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, supra note 41; see also Nepomnyschy & Garfinkel, supra note 114.
\bibitem{154} Zurek, \textit{supra} note 63, at 377-83 (discussing the development of parens patriae).
\bibitem{155} Troxel, 530 U.S. at 68-69.
\bibitem{156} \textit{Id.} at 68 (citing Parham v. J. R., 442 U.S. 584, 602 (1979)).
\bibitem{157} \textit{Id.} at 72-73.
\bibitem{158} \textit{Id.} at 70-73 (holding that the State cannot infringe on the parent’s fundamental right to make childcare decisions and that “the court must accord at least some special weight to the parent’s own determination” about the care of a child); see also Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 228-29 (1972) (finding that imposing compulsory education against the religious wishes of parents was not a compelling interest because it was a relatively new development and that the state’s interest did not outweigh the religious interests of parents); Prince v. Massachusetts, 312 U.S. 158, 167 (1944) (“[S]tate action . . . must fall unless shown to be necessary for or conducive to the child’s protection against some clear and present danger.”); Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 399-401 (1923) (finding that the liberty interest protected by the Due Process Clause includes the right
Although the federal proposals purport to address the narrow issue of parenting time and do not mention custody rights, in reality, orders created pursuant to each proposal would allocate rights of custody between parents. A court order setting forth a schedule of parenting time for one parent has two significant effects. First, by guaranteeing one parent’s access to a child during particular periods of time, a parenting time order potentially limits that parent to spending only those periods of time with the child. Second, by carving out a limited amount of time for one parent, a “parenting time” order implicitly awards all other time to the child’s other parent, thereby determining de facto primary physical custody. For clarity, and to avoid future litigation, such orders likely would need to designate the legal custody rights of parents as well. As a result, such agreements would have a far more significant impact than suggested by the terminology used in the proposals.

The proposals could require parents, as a condition of receiving TANF benefits or state assistance with a child support case, to establish court orders allocating their rights of custody. Requiring a parent to litigate his or her custodial rights would unconstitutionally infringe on a parent’s right to make childrearing decisions absent a compelling state interest. As the United States Supreme Court has noted, “[t]he burden of litigating a domestic relations proceeding can itself be ‘so disruptive of the parent-child relationship that the constitutional right of a custodial parent to make certain basic determinations for the child’s welfare becomes implicated.’”

Parents who apply for TANF already must assign their rights to collect child support to the state and, in most cases, must participate in state efforts to pursue and enforce child support orders if such parents wish to continue receiving public benefits. If enacted, the proposed policies presumably would similarly disqualify custodial parents who object to pursuing a parenting time order from receiving public benefits. Noncustodial parents who are defendants in state-initiated cases would lack even this fraught choice for they would be required to...
address parenting time in all cases in which a custodial parent received state child support services.¹⁶⁵

No compelling state interest exists to justify a blanket policy limiting parents’ discretion to choose whether to adjudicate custody in state-initiated child support determinations.¹⁶⁶ Some might justify such proposals as imposing an appropriate, additional quid pro quo for the receipt of welfare benefits; however, the relationship of state public benefits expenditures to the entry of custody orders is much more attenuated. Unlike the child support orders entered under this program, custody and visitation orders would not directly result in increased child support collection, and therefore would not further the government’s ostensible pecuniary interest in cost recapture.¹⁶⁷ Although there is some evidence that enhanced interactions between noncustodial parents and children may lead to increased child support collection, the evidence is not sufficiently conclusive to justify the blanket imposition of custody orders as a means to advance the state’s interest in preventing future welfare dependency.¹⁶⁸

Similarly, the proposals’ aims of making court processes more accessible do not justify mandatory government involvement in the constitutionally protected sphere of parental decision-making.¹⁶⁹

B. Negative Consequences of Court Involvement in Childrearing Decisions

The Obama Administration and HHS proposals would bring custody arrangements under court review between parents who may neither need nor want court involvement. Custody orders can be harmful to families that are managing fine without them.¹⁷⁰ Funneling families to court in the absence of conflict risks depleting family resources, generating conflict, and upending settled parenting arrangements.¹⁷¹ Child custody cases involve high stakes and often become contentious and adversarial.¹⁷² The adversarial nature of child custody proceedings and the types of information courts must consider in awarding custody and visitation pit parents against one another and may encourage parents to view the proceeding as a zero-sum game.¹⁷³ Child custody

¹⁶⁵. Hatcher, supra note 93, at 1066; see also Administration’s FY 2014 Budget, supra note 37.

¹⁶⁶. Troxel, 530 U.S. at 96.

¹⁶⁷. See supra note 31.

¹⁶⁸. See generally Huang, supra note 116.

¹⁶⁹. See supra note 1.

¹⁷⁰. See generally Joan B. Kelly, Psychological and Legal Interventions for Parents and Children in Custody and Access Disputes: Current Research and Practice, 10 VA. J. SOC. POL’Y & L. 129, 131-32 (2002); Weinstein, supra note 1, at 123-34.

¹⁷¹. Kelly, supra note 170, at 131; see generally Weinstein, supra note 1, at 123-34.


¹⁷³. See Kelly, supra note 170, at 130-31.
proceedings also can be invasive.\textsuperscript{174} Courts may direct social services officers
to conduct studies of parents’ residences or require parents to undergo
psychological evaluation.\textsuperscript{175} Children can be impacted negatively by the
increased conflict and stress the litigation generates for their parents.\textsuperscript{176} For all
of these reasons, custody litigation is taxing on parents, and the entry of a court
custody order may place parents in a worse position to commence a shared
parenting arrangement than they would be without a court order.\textsuperscript{177}

Perhaps especially in TANF cases, parents may not need or want court
intervention to manage their co-parenting relationships.\textsuperscript{178} Parents only need to
seek court intervention to distribute custody and visitation rights when they are
unable to devise a workable division of parenting responsibilities on their own.\textsuperscript{179}
Because it is state driven, the initiation of a TANF-related child support case
does not necessarily signal the existence of conflict between the parents around
matters relating to the child.\textsuperscript{180} Further, several studies suggest that many fathers
whose children receive TANF have relationships and spend time with their
children.\textsuperscript{181} Imposing a formal court ordered schedule of custody and visitation
may undermine the arrangements that parents have created to exercise their
custodial rights.\textsuperscript{182}

In cases where a custodial parent affirmatively seeks state agency services
outside of the TANF context, it is more likely that either no relationship or a
conflict-ridden relationship exists between the parents.\textsuperscript{183} A custodial parent may
seek to establish parentage when the father’s identity is unknown, or prior
voluntary arrangements for financial support have broken down.\textsuperscript{184} A
noncustodial parent may have failed to visit and interact with the child on a

\textsuperscript{174.} See e.g., Murphy, supra note 72, at 911-14.
\textsuperscript{175.} See id.
\textsuperscript{176.} See, e.g., Kelly, supra note 170, at 131-32.
\textsuperscript{177.} Id.
\textsuperscript{178.} Hatcher, supra note 93, at 1045.
\textsuperscript{179.} For example, parents might need a court order if they cannot agree on a child’s residence
or visitation schedule, cannot rely on one another to adhere to scheduling agreements, or do not
want to share decision-making authority. See, e.g., Elrod, supra note 3, at §§ 4.1, 4.34. Many
clients of Columbus Community Legal Services choose not to seek adjudication of child custody
in the context of divorce and domestic violence civil protection order proceedings for many reasons,
including that: they are happy with how things are working, they worry that court proceedings will
create conflict or change arrangements that have been successful, or they fear that pursuing custody
could provoke an abusive co-parent.
\textsuperscript{180.} Turetsky, supra note 26, at 411 n.53. Similarly, continued involvement of the IV-D
agency in a former-TANF case, does not necessarily signal the existence of conflict between the
parents around matters relating to the child. Many former TANF recipients do not realize that they
can discontinue IV-D services once they are no longer receiving benefits.
\textsuperscript{181.} See Huntington, supra note 51, at 185-96.
\textsuperscript{182.} See Nepomnyaschy & Garfinkel, supra note 114, at 370.
\textsuperscript{183.} See id. at 342.
\textsuperscript{184.} See id.
regular basis and eventually ceased to pay support. In some cases, custodial parents may have been reluctant to work out an informal support arrangement due to fear of domestic violence but may be seeking state child support services despite such fears because of increasing financial need.

In more conflict prone cases, noncustodial parents often report that custodial parents have affirmatively impeded or prevented them from seeing their children or used payment of financial support to control the noncustodial parent’s access to his children. Some report that the custodial parent is involved in a new relationship and does not want the noncustodial parent involved in her life.

Although there may be an increased likelihood of parental conflict and a greater need for third party assistance to facilitate formal support and caretaking arrangements in these non-TANF cases, a blanket mandate that parents must submit their custody arrangements to court review, in the context of a state-initiated case, could be problematic for both custodial and noncustodial parents.

Non-TANF custodial parents receiving state child support agency services are typically low wage earners in difficult financial straits. As a condition of receiving state services, the mandate would place these custodial parents in the untenable position of having to address custody and visitation issues with a parent who, in some cases, has not been involved with the children or has never expressed interest in visitation. Yet that parent will now have an opportunity to obtain a parenting time order in a context where the more time a visitation order authorizes, the lower the child support that the noncustodial parent has to pay. Moreover, the action would be initiated by the state child support authorities who represent the interests of the state, not the custodial parent. Custodial parents report that the current state child support process often relegates them to the sidelines where they are ignored, dispensable, and disempowered. The proposals are also potentially harmful to noncustodial parents. Although some noncustodial parents desire more time with their children and may have been denied access to them inappropriately, addressing custody and visitation issues in a streamlined, mandatory process in high volume child support courts may encourage noncustodial parents to enter into standardized agreements that could limit their rights to caretaking and decision-making in exchange for parenting

185. See Huang, supra note 116, at 58-60; see also Nepomnyaschy & Garfinkel, supra note 114, at 343.
186. See Hatcher, supra note 93, at 1045.
187. See Huang, supra note 116, at 54.
188. See Nepomnyaschy & Garfinkel, supra note 114, at 343.
189. See Hatcher, supra note 93, at 1036.
190. See id. at 1049-50.
191. See id.
192. Id. at 279.
Noncustodial parents who desire shared custody or a formalized visitation arrangement also should not have to rely on, and are unlikely to trust, the state agency whose primary mission is to collect child support from them. Noncustodial parents often perceive the state-initiated child support process as adversarial, embarrassing, and frustrating. The traditional cost capture mission of state child support agencies has led to the perception among noncustodial parents that the agency’s purpose is largely punitive in nature. Despite efforts to change this brand and move from a focus on “deadbeat dads” to “deadbroke dads,” the agency remains an arm of the government and may continue to be perceived as unfriendly or indifferent to the needs of low-income families. This reflects a generally negative perception of the government among the poor, whose interactions with the government frequently include negative encounters with the police, social service agencies, and intractable government bureaucracies. Custodial and noncustodial parents who desire court adjudication of their rights to custody and visitation should have a meaningful and accessible process available to them.

The involvement of noncustodial parents, particularly fathers, in the lives of their children is a concern with regard to families in all income groups. Yet, given the population of parents served by state child support programs, the parenting time proposals disproportionately would impact low-income families. The proposals would impose burdens on low-income unmarried

194. See infra Part II.A (discussing the misleading nature of the term “parenting arrangements” and implications for custody).
195. Hatcher, supra note 93, at 1077.
196. Id.; Murphy, supra note 143, at 374; see also Cammett, supra note 143, at 133.
197. Id.
199. Many low-income individuals have high levels of mistrust of government due to their interactions with law enforcement and social services. Low-income men in particular (especially African American and Latino men) have often had very negative interactions with the police and the justice system. See generally Keith D. Parker et al., African-Americans’ Attitudes Toward the Local Police: A Multivariate Analysis, 25 J. BLACK STUD. 396 (1995).
201. In 2009, seventy-nine percent of all “custodial families” in the United States with incomes below the federal poverty threshold received services from state child support agencies, (custodial families are defined as families in which a child lives with one parent and the child’s other parent lives outside of the household); sixty-three percent of custodial families receiving state child
parents that the state does not impose on middle and upper income families in exchange for state benefits and services.\textsuperscript{202} The federal government does not, for example, mandate that middle or upper income unmarried parents establish visitation and custody orders to qualify for the federal child tax credit\textsuperscript{203} or federal tax deductions for dependent children.\textsuperscript{204} Moreover, to the extent that the proposals would deter parents who need financial assistance from pursuing applications for public benefits or seeking state assistance with child support, the mandate could harm children.\textsuperscript{205}

C. Procedurally Inadequate Custody and Visitation Determinations

As currently structured, the process used in judicial and administrative child support tribunals are inadequate to address the complex issues involved in determining custody and parenting time for low-income families. State-initiated child support proceedings are structured to facilitate collection. The ready availability of DNA testing made possible by federal funds has significantly reduced the occurrence of protracted parentage litigation.\textsuperscript{206} Moreover, pursuant to the Family Support Act of 1988, all fifty states and the District of Columbia support services earned incomes below 200\% of the federal poverty threshold. Kye Lippold & Elaine Sorensen, UrbAn Institute, Characteristics of Families Served by the Child Support (IV-D) Program: 2010 Census Survey Results, 5, 14 (2013), available at http://www.urban.org/research/publication/characteristics-families-served-child-support-iv-d-program-2010-census-survey, archived at http://perma.cc/CE62-AWZL. The report concludes that the “[c]ustodial families most likely to receive [state child support] services are poor, never-married, younger, and less educated” than custodial families not receiving state child support services. \textit{Id.} at 14.


\textsuperscript{203} Unmarried parents earning gross incomes of up to $75,000 (each) can qualify for the federal child tax credit. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{204} Some might resist such a comparison as ill-fitting: in the public benefits context, such parents already are required to initiate proceedings to collect child support, and a custody order simply would add an additional dimension to the order that results. Yet, the goal of recapture of public benefits costs is itself a public policy choice that is not pursued in the tax context, perhaps for reasons related to the types of parents impacted by the respective policies. \textit{See, e.g.}, Jim Carlin et al., \textit{Civil Justice and the Poor: Issues for Sociological Research}, 1 LAW & SOC’Y REV. 9, 12 (1966) (”[T]he law is not a neutral instrument, but rather that it is oriented in favor of those groups or classes in society having the power to bend the legal order to their advantage”).


adopted detailed child support guidelines, which presumptively dictate the amount of child support owed and allow courts to compute child support obligations with minimal individualized fact-finding in most cases. In the many states that consider custodial parents to be witnesses—not parties—to state-initiated child support cases, custodial parents are neither entitled to receive formal notice of nor participate in hearings unless they intervene in or join the case. Discovery, contested trials, and detailed motions hearings are relatively rare in child support courtrooms. Federal mandates also have dictated that parentage and child support hearings be scheduled on an expedited basis, with initial hearings scheduled within forty-five days of filing the action. State statutes further give trial and administrative courts broad long arm jurisdiction over noncustodial parents.

Child custody proceedings, by contrast, typically are structured to accommodate individualized fact-finding and are governed by separate jurisdictional requirements. Adjudicators in custody and visitation cases generally do not rely on scientific tests or mathematical formulas to simplify judicial decision-making. Although a few states have adopted visitation or parenting time guidelines that offer presumptive or minimum amounts of visitation to a noncustodial parent when parents cannot agree on a caretaking arrangement, the majority of states require courts to engage in individual fact-finding and adjudication to resolve contested custody and visitation cases. In such cases, courts typically issue written findings on a number of factors to support a determination that a particular custody arrangement serves the best interest of a child. Courts and parties may enlist social workers, mental health professionals, and guardians ad litem to present a fuller picture of a family, and parties are entitled to present a broad range of evidence related to the caretaking of children. Developing and sifting through this evidence takes time.

That domestic relations and dissolution courts are structured to accommodate more detailed fact-finding is not to suggest that low-income parents have the same access to these processes as higher income parents who retain private counsel. Scholars have highlighted the pressures family courts exert on pro se parties to resolve their disputes through mediation and the barriers that prevent

207. 42 U.S.C. § 667(a) (2014); Murphy, supra note 143, at 346-47.
208. Brustin, supra note 98, at 44, 73; see supra Part I.B.
209. See infra note 231.
210. Legler, supra note 144, at 533.
parents from effectively representing themselves in domestic relations proceedings. Nonetheless, as compared to the general capacity of domestic relations and dissolution courts to handle child custody disputes, child support courts arguably have even fewer resources of time, expertise, and physical space to enable them to accommodate custody and visitation proceedings.

In further contrast to child support proceedings, in domestic relations and dissolution matters both legally recognized parents are considered parties to the case. Both parents are entitled to notice of the proceedings, usually by personal service or some other more reliable means of notification, and an opportunity to be heard on the issues of custody and visitation.

Finally, court jurisdiction over custody matters is governed by a specialized regime of federal and uniform state laws, which generally permit courts to adjudicate custody and visitation issues only if the jurisdiction is the “home state” of the child. A child’s “home state” is that in which the child and at least one parent have resided for the six months preceding the filing of the action. A state that has long-arm jurisdiction to initiate a child support proceeding may not also qualify as a child’s home state for purposes of child custody jurisdiction.

For all of these reasons, incorporating custody and access into state initiated child support proceedings raises procedural due process concerns. The Fourteenth Amendment mandates that a fair process must precede any deprivation of the liberty interests protected by the due process clause, including the right to the care and custody of children. Due process guarantees parents notice and a hearing before custody rights may be deprived. Yet, in many

217. Russell Engler, And Justice for All—Including the Unrepresented Poor: Revisiting the Role of Judges, Mediators and Clerks, 67 FORDHAM L. REV. 1987, 206-07 (1999); Murphy, supra note 72, at 922-23.


219. Brustin, supra note 98, at 44.

220. U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1; see, e.g., Holm v. Smilowitz, 840 P.2d 157, 164 (Utah Ct. App. 1992); see also infra notes 223-24.


jurisdictions, providing both parents with notice and opportunity for hearing in
state-initiated support matters would require a significant shift in current
practice.\footnote{225} In order to meet procedural due process muster, these states would
need to ensure that custodial parents in TANF and non-TANF cases are
considered parties and provide adequate notice and an opportunity for hearing
regarding any visitation and custody claims.

Even when parents are provided notice, the administrative processes utilized
to establish child support orders in some states may raise procedural due process
concerns if extended to determinations of custody and parenting time.\footnote{226} In
Oregon and Maine, for example, child support orders are established by
caseworkers who review parents’ financial information and mail written
determinations of the support amount to the parents, which are binding unless
one parent requests a hearing.\footnote{227} Colorado employs a similar process, with the
additional requirement that the parents participate in a negotiation conference.\footnote{228}
Such administrative proceedings neither accord parents the opportunity to be
heard, nor to respond to the claims raised against them through an evidentiary
hearing.

Courts generally agree that due process requires a full evidentiary hearing
before the entry of a permanent custody order in contested cases.\footnote{229}
Administrative proceedings that are more informal in nature, lack impartial
judicial oversight, and eliminate or limit opportunities for parents to present
evidence or cross-examine witnesses may run afoul of procedural due process
guarantees.\footnote{230}

Apart from the due process implications, incorporating the adjudication of
custody and visitation into the current state child support adjudication model is
unsound policy. Requiring high volume child support courts to adjudicate and
enter custody and visitation orders in all or most state initiated cases risks
streamlining custody adjudications in a way that threatens the quality of the

\footnote{225. See Brustin supra note 98, at 43-44.}
\footnote{226. Under Matthews v. Eldridge, the type of hearing due process requires depends upon a
weighing of “the private interests at stake, the risk of error and value of additional procedures, and
the interests of the government.” 424 U.S. 319, 343-44 (1976). The formality of the hearing “can
vary, depending on the importance of the interests involved and the nature of the subsequent
\footnote{227. KAREN N. GARDINER ET AL., U.S. DEP’T OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES OFFICE OF CHILD
SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT, ADMINISTRATIVE AND JUDICIAL PROCESSES FOR ESTABLISHING CHILD
\footnote{228. Id.}
\footnote{229. U.S. CONST. amend. XIV; Hurlman v. Rice, 927 F.2d 74 (2d Cir. 1991); Walker v.
Walker, 960 P.2d 620 (Alaska 1998); Smith v. Crider, 932 So. 2d 393, 399 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2d
Dist. 2006).}
\footnote{230. See GARDINER ET AL., supra note 227, at 9; Walker v. Eldridge, 243 S.W.2d 638 (Ark.
1951); Cappetta v. Cappetta, 1490 A.2d 996 (Conn. 1985).}
determinations. Under current models, courts are likely to resort to issuing standardized allocations of parental rights and responsibilities rather than crafting orders that seek to serve the best interests of each child before the court. Once a custody and visitation order is established it can be difficult and cumbersome to change. If a hastily agreed upon custody arrangement does not work out or one parent fails to comply with the terms, a parent must initiate a formal, often costly, proceeding and demonstrate that there has been a substantial and material change in circumstance to justify a modification. None of the state IV-D agencies currently offering parenting time services provide assistance with modification or enforcement of parenting time orders.

Child support orders integrating visitation provisions are particularly subject to manipulation because increases in “parenting time” can lead to decreases in

---

231. Murphy, supra note 143, at 378 (noting that the high volume of child support cases has caused states to streamline child support determinations); Robert LaFountain et al., National Center for State Courts, Examining the Work of State Courts: An Analysis of 2010 State Court Caseloads 13 (2012), available at http://www.courtstatistics.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/CSP/DATA%20PDF/CSP_DEC.ashx, archived at http://perma.cc/WEG9-37KH#_blank (“Domestic Relations matters, more so than any other category of cases, are the most likely to re-enter the court after an initial disposition as reopened cases, possibly several times, to revisit custody or support issues.”).


233. In many states, a parent seeking to modify the terms of a custody order must demonstrate that a substantial and/or material change in circumstances has occurred. See, e.g., D.C. Code § 16-914(f)(1)(2014); Tenn. Code Ann. § 36-6-101(a)(2)(B) (West 2014); See generally Elrod, supra note 3, at § 17.4. If no circumstance has changed since the entry of an order, other than that the order has turned out not to be a good fit, a parent might not prevail in seeking modification. Parents who fail to comply with unworkable orders may be subject to contempt. Id. § 15.2. States could mitigate this risk by giving parents who enter custody and parenting time orders in child support cases greater latitude to modify such orders later; but, such a measure could further deplete family court resources by increasing the number of modification cases requiring adjudication. See, e.g., LaFountain et al., supra note 231.


the amount of child support paid under state child support guidelines. In most states, visitation orders specify the parameters by which parents may spend time with their children; they do not impose an enforceable obligation for parents to do so. Therefore it is critical for adjudicators to establish the sincerity of parental requests for shared custody and visitation and determine whether parents requesting significant visitation are capable of fulfilling such arrangements.

Courts can modify child support orders based on inaccurate projections about the amount of time each parent ultimately spends with a child, but only if the parent seeking a change has the ability to invest the time, energy, and money involved in filing and pursuing a motion to modify. Establishing parenting time awards in cases where courts do not have adequate time and capacity to assess the feasibility of the arrangement may result in reduced child support awards without a concomitant increase in contact between noncustodial parents and children.

Finally, the federal proposals are especially troubling from a procedural perspective because none contemplates providing parents with access to legal counsel. Government attorneys handling judicial or administrative parentage and support proceedings on behalf of the state do not represent individual parents. Instead, they typically represent the interests of the state in collecting support. Parents seeking help from a state child support agency therefore do not have a lawyer/client relationship with the agency or its attorneys, do not enjoy the ethical protections of confidentiality in their communications with state agencies, and are at the mercy of the state’s ability to provide legal services.

236. See Venohr, supra note 59, at 341.

237. See, e.g., Hamilton v. Hamilton, 667 N.E.2d 1256 (Ohio Ct. App. 1995) (“Because it is a right, not a duty, a court cannot force a nonresidential parent to visit his or her child”); James Dwyer, A Taxonomy of Children’s Existing Rights in State Decisionmaking About Their Relationships, 11 WM. & MARY BILL RTS. J. 845, 937 (2003); Kohn, supra note 120, at 512 (collecting cases declining to hold noncustodial parents in contempt for failing to exercise visitation rights).

238. See, e.g., Carter v. Dayhuff, 829 N.E.2d 560, 571 (Ind. Ct. App. 2005) (denying a request to credit parenting time in order to modify child support when parent did not exercise parenting time and had not kept child overnight in several years); Roberts & Allen, supra note 146, at 279.

239. Although child custody is frequently identified as one of the most pressing areas of legal need for the low-income community, most low-income parents who would qualify for free legal services are unrepresented in child custody proceedings today because legal services providers lack the capacity to meet the current demand for representation. See LEGAL SERVS. CORP., supra note 28, at 11, 26. This demand could increase significantly if all parents receiving TANF or seeking child support through IV-D agencies must formalize custody rights.

240. Supra note 236.

241. See Administration’s FY’14 Budget, supra note 37; HHS 2014 NPRM, supra note 41; 2014 Congressional Resolution, supra note 40.

242. Hatcher, supra note 93, at 1079.

agencies, and may actually have interests that conflict with those of the state. Involving state agencies or their attorneys in the fashioning of “parenting time” orders would not provide parents with the legal assistance they need to protect their fundamental parental rights; in fact, under the proposals, custodial or noncustodial parents could be pitted against government attorneys who take contrary positions regarding proposed custody or visitation arrangements.

D. Risks to Parents Subjected to Domestic Violence

The parenting time proposals also have the potential to put the safety and well-being of custodial parents and children at risk where there has been a history of domestic violence between parents. Parents who receive TANF report experiencing domestic violence at extraordinarily high rates. Between fifty and nearly seventy-five percent of TANF recipients (eighty-five percent of whom are women) report having experienced abuse. Rates of domestic violence

244. Id. at 49; Hatcher, supra note 93, at 1080; Roberts & Allen, supra note 146, at 278.
245. Roberts & Allen, supra note 146, at 278; supra note 100 and accompanying text.
also are likely to be high among non-TANF custodial parents working with state child support agencies.\textsuperscript{249} Among custodial parents working with state child support agencies, approximately forty-three percent formerly received TANF,\textsuperscript{250} and approximately eighty seven percent are single mothers residing with their children.\textsuperscript{251} In 2010 single women living with children were ten times more likely to experience intimate partner violence than married women living with children and six times more likely than single women living alone.\textsuperscript{252}

The streamlined procedures used in child support adjudications are particularly inadequate to address custody and visitation in cases involving a history of domestic violence. First, the expedited proceedings might limit parents’ opportunities to disclose abuse to the court, as a matter may be finally resolved after one abbreviated hearing, rather than the two or three appearances typical of many domestic relations cases.

Second, cases involving a history of domestic violence are complex. There is often a high level of conflict between the parents and these cases may be more likely to result in contested hearings.\textsuperscript{253} Allegations of domestic violence often require detailed fact-finding by judicial officers, as parents may lack corroborating evidence, and such allegations often are hotly contested--not only because they may be personally embarrassing but also because they have significant legal implications. In many states, findings of domestic violence trigger legal presumptions about how custody should be awarded.\textsuperscript{254} Nearly all states mandate that courts consider a finding of domestic violence when awarding custody, and several states require that courts justify awards of custody or visitation to a parent who has perpetrated abuse with written findings that

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{SOLOMON-FEARS}, supra note 18, at 4-5.
\item \textit{See LIPPOLD & SORENSEN}, supra note 201, at 5.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
account for the safety of the child and the abused parent.\textsuperscript{255} Courts often involve guardians ad litem or other social services professionals in custody cases involving allegations of domestic violence to give them greater insight into the circumstances of the parties and the child.

Third, many custody cases involving a history of domestic violence give rise to safety concerns for parents and children, which courts may need to address and monitor regardless of whether parenting time orders result from adjudication or voluntary agreement.\textsuperscript{256} Parents may be required to disclose their residential addresses to courts in conjunction with custody proceedings, which may directly or inadvertently inform an abusive co-parent of a victimized parent’s location. The frequent interactions between parents required by visitation exchanges and related communications may result in renewed violence and emotional abuse. States have recognized the complexity domestic violence adds to custody determinations and implemented statutes that require courts to issue custody orders that directly address domestic violence concerns. To establish effective safeguards, a court may need to consider the location, supervision, and timing of visits and exchanges of children, and revisit and adjust conditions that prove ineffective.\textsuperscript{257}

Determinations of custody and parenting time when allegations of domestic violence are involved require careful, individualized attention and can strain the resources even of the courts that traditionally have been set up to adjudicate them. Court resources may be further strained by such cases because mediation, which is often used or required in domestic relations courts, may not be viable or safe in cases involving a history of domestic violence due to the power imbalance inherent in abusive relationships.\textsuperscript{258} Parents who have been subjected to domestic violence may feel unable to freely and equally articulate their desires.

\begin{footnotes}
\item 256. See Daniel G. Saunders, Child Custody and Visitation Decisions in Domestic Violence Cases: Legal Trends, Research Findings, and Recommendations, VAWNET (1998), http://www.vawnet.org/applied-research-papers/print-document.php?doc_id=371, archived at http://perma.cc/57QE-CU5H (stating that frequent contact when transitioning children between high conflict parents results in more verbal and physical abuse and is related to emotional and behavioral problems in children); Straus, supra note 253, at 230-49 (indicating that one of the most dangerous time for domestic violence victim is when picking up and dropping of children).
\item 258. Jane C. Murphy & Robert Rubinson, Domestic Violence and Mediation: Responding to the Challenge of Crafting Effective Screens, 39 Fam. L.Q. 53, 56 (2005); see also Leigh Goodmark, Autonomy Feminism: An Anti-Essentialist Critique of Mandatory Interventions in Domestic Violence Cases, 37 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 1, 31 (2009) (arguing that in order to empower women they should be given the choice of whether or not to mediate).
\end{footnotes}
because they fear or remain under the control of abusive co-parents. Abusive parents may threaten their co-parents in ways that mediators, judges, or agency personnel fail to detect. Even if no new threats are levied, victimized parents may fear the fulfillment of past threats to kidnap a child, use custody proceedings to take a child away, or perpetuate further abuse if they act against the wishes of their former partners. Cases involving allegations of domestic violence could paralyze child support courts, or result in harmful outcomes where indications of domestic violence are missed, glossed over, or dealt with perfunctorily.

The federal parenting time proposals vary in their treatment of domestic violence concerns. The HHS proposed regulation makes no mention of the need for domestic violence safeguards in relation to the parenting time proposal. The Congressional resolution provides that the establishment of parenting time arrangements “should be accompanied by strong family violence safeguards.” Likewise, the Obama Administration’s budget proposal contemplates the need for special attention to cases involving a history of domestic violence, calling for states to incorporate domestic violence safeguards into parenting time plans. This is an important step, but a call for states voluntarily to impose safeguards alone is insufficient to protect the interests of parents and children exposed to domestic violence. Existing child support establishment processes are insufficiently resourced to effectively address custody and parenting time issues in cases involving a history of abuse, and the initiation of custody and parenting time proceedings could put some parents at risk of further abuse.

The risk of retributive violence in response to child support claims led Congress to encourage states to offer exemptions from the TANF child support enforcement program to recipients who establish “good cause,” including the risk of physical harm or serious emotional harm to the child or the recipient. Yet, despite the high rate at which TANF recipients report experiencing domestic violence, good cause exemptions are rare. The underutilization of good cause
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exemptions likely stems from state agency procedural deficiencies as well as priorities and choices of recipients themselves. Case workers may not inform recipients about the good cause exemption, may discourage reporting of abuse by their demeanor, past interactions, or warnings about mandatory reporting requirements related to child abuse, and may deny exemptions to recipients who are unable to provide corroborating evidence. Recipients may choose not to pursue good cause exemptions because they need to receive child support to supplement TANF payments; are weary of disclosing such personal information to case workers for fear that case workers will not believe them or will report them for failure to protect children from violence; or are able to avoid child support collection without having to disclose abuse (for example, if they lack knowledge of a co-parent’s whereabouts.) The existing good cause mechanism has proved ineffective at identifying TANF recipient parents who have been subjected to domestic violence by a co-parent and providing an alternative option to the mandatory pursuit of child support. Alternative approaches would be imperative in the custody and parenting time context to ensure that parents are able to opt-out so that cases involving custody claims and a history of domestic violence are accorded the time and attention they require.

III. EXPLORING ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS—ENCOURAGING ACCESS WHILE PROTECTING FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS TO STRUCTURE FAMILY ARRANGEMENTS

The dual adjudicatory systems that have developed to allocate parental caretaking responsibilities provide substantively and procedurally different options for addressing issues related to children. Offering integrated custody,
visitation, and child support options to all parents, regardless of income, marital status, or port of entry for court filing, is an important policy goal. However, such integration should not be shoe horned into the existing state child support adjudication process and masked as a simple, quick process by which parents develop “parenting time agreements” separate and apart from determining custody rights. Instead, states should develop integrated options for parents involved in state and private child support matters that are voluntary; treat both parents as parties; explicitly address custody and visitation rights; implement appropriate procedural safeguards; and offer clear legal information and assistance to ensure informed decisionmaking.

A. Addressing Custody, Visitation and Support in State and Private Child Support Proceedings

Whether parents enter the court system through the domestic relations portal or the parentage and child support establishment route, they should have the same opportunity to address issues related to support, visitation and custody in a coordinated, comprehensive fashion. The process used must respect fundamental parental rights and autonomy, ensuring careful consideration of each case in order to protect the best interests of children. Parents who are able to work out parenting arrangements voluntarily and without court assistance should not be forced or pressured to formalize these arrangements in court orders. Streamlined or alternative dispute mechanisms offering integrated adjudication should be available to parents, but not required, and only permitted where both parents consent. Where both parents do not consent, either parent should have accessible, efficient, low cost mechanisms for pursuing the custody or visitation issue in a domestic relations or other appropriate court. Integrated options in child support matters should be designed to ensure that parents have free and informed choice regarding whether to participate and state child support agencies should not be involved in determining custody or visitation arrangements.

Overloaded court dockets, understaffed family courts and overwhelming numbers of pro se litigants have spurred courts to develop new methods and resources for educating parents about rights and procedures for adjudicating domestic relations matters. Courts have established resource or self-help centers in which staff members are available to provide information and assist litigants in filling out simplified form pleadings. These resources should also


be available in parentage and child support courts where integrating custody and parenting time agreements is contemplated. Both parents should have access to accurate, easy to understand legal information that explains parental rights and outlines the impact that a parenting arrangement has on each parent’s custodial rights. Parents who do not understand that “parenting time” orders will result in the permanent distribution of custody rights might not approach or prepare for proceedings in the same way they would if they understood custody rights to be at stake. In addition, parents must be made aware of the effect that an increase or decrease in parenting time has on child support.

Informational resources alone, however, would be insufficient to assist parents in navigating child support cases that integrate determinations of custody and visitation. In order to ensure that participation in a streamlined, integrated option is voluntary, courts and administrative agencies should partner with non-profit organizations to provide information and advice to parents about whether they are good candidates for a streamlined process or whether they need more extensive court services.


274. Suzanne Reynolds et al., Back to the Future: An Empirical Study of Child Custody Outcomes, 85 N.C. L. REV. 1629, 1671 (2007) (explaining that when both parents are represented, the cases tend to settle, but in cases where one party is represented, litigation ensues).


276. Studies have demonstrated that providing informational materials and form pleadings can be inadequate to inform people about their rights. See, e.g., NONCUSTODIAL PARENTS, supra note 111, at 28-29.

277. Programs such as the Child Support Community Legal Services Project, a court annexed legal resource center located at the Superior Court of the District of Columbia, administered by the D.C. Legal Aid Society and Bread for the City, offers general legal advice concerning litigation of paternity and child support cases. Project attorneys advice clients regarding the advantages and disadvantages of entering consent agreements in paternity and support cases versus proceeding with a contested evidentiary hearing. See Special Projects, LEGAL AID SOCIETY OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, http://www.legalaiddc.org/special-projects (last visited May 6, 2015), archived at http://perma.cc/PBV6-UPCU.
State agencies and courts also should partner with legal services providers that have the trust of the low income community to offer legal assistance to parents interested in integrated options. In New York’s Strengthening Families Through Stronger Fathers Initiative, for example, child support agencies and social services organizations partnered with legal services agencies to ensure that fathers had access to legal assistance with custody, visitation, and child support issues. In other jurisdictions, legal services providers have partnered with local courts to develop limited advice as well as same day representation initiatives that offer unbundled legal services to litigants in child support cases. In Washington D.C., for example, the Legal Aid Society and Bread for the City, two nonprofit legal services providers, received funding from the D.C. Bar Foundation to establish a court-annexed limited legal assistance project for pro se litigants in parentage and support cases. Attorneys provide legal advice, assistance with negotiation and, in some cases, same-day representation to parents with cases scheduled on the parentage and support court docket.

Similarly, legal services providers and other community-based organizations could counsel and assist parents in devising, negotiating and drafting workable custody and visitation arrangements to be incorporated in child support determinations. Comprehensive fact-finding and formal adjudication as well as legal assistance for parents should be available in those cases in which parents do not agree to or are not suitable for streamlined processes.

State child support agencies should not be involved in developing or negotiating custody or visitation agreements between parents whose fitness is not at issue. The state does not represent the interests of individual parents and does not have a legitimate basis for encroaching on private childrearing decisions. Therefore, the state should not be considered a party or take a position with respect to custody or visitation.

B. Incorporating Mediation, Community Courts, and Other Forms of Alternative Dispute Resolution

Mediation or other forms of alternative dispute resolution may offer promising methods for addressing interrelated issues of visitation and custody in parentage and child support cases. ADR mechanisms potentially minimize the adversarial nature of the interchange between parents who have unstable or
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nonexistent relationships. In Cuyahoga County, Ohio, for example, there is a mediator located at the child support agency where administrative hearings take place who provides information on parenting plans and can initiate mediation intakes to determine suitability for the mediation program used in all domestic relations cases. In other jurisdictions, mediators are on site at the court to assist in developing voluntary parenting plans in custody cases.

In other countries mediation rather than litigation is the primary vehicle used to resolve parental access and custody disputes for families of all socioeconomic backgrounds. In Australia, for example, a major overhaul of the family law system took place beginning in 2006, which resulted in the creation of sixty five Family Relationship Centres throughout the country designed to facilitate the resolution of post-separation disputes between parents without resort to the court system. These centers built on a tradition in Australia of court-based counseling services in the Family Court, federally funded relationship counseling programs, and community-based mediation services for separated parents.

However, caution in using a mediation approach is warranted. Mediation of visitation and custody issues in child support cases has the potential to strain already limited court resources. Mediation can also be misused as an end rather than a means to resolving family matters when judges pressure parents to settle in mediation even though the parties are not suitable for the mediation process or the issues are not amenable to mediated solutions.

In addition, to be successful, mediators must understand the context of the lives of the litigants in

284. See, e.g., Stephen K. Erickson, If They Can Do Parenting Plans, They Can Do Child Support Plans, 33 WM. MITCHELL L. REV. 827, 837, 852-60 (2007) (Erickson argues that current statutory support models are flawed because they are tied to rigid concepts based on custody status or time spent with children rather than recognizing the monetary and non-monetary contributions of both parents. He suggests that parents develop a mediated child support plan, akin to a parenting plan, using a method such as the Children’s Checkbook method.); Kohn, supra note 120, at 546-53.

285. PARENTING TIME ORDERS, supra note 83, at 3.


287. Patrick Parkinson, The Idea of Family Relationship Centres in Australia, 51 FAM. CT. REV. 195, 197 (2013) (“The concept behind the Government's investment in FRCs is that when parents are having difficulty agreeing on the post-separation parenting arrangements, they have a relationship problem, not necessarily a legal one. If no other solution can be found, the dispute may need to go to an adjudication by someone who can make a binding decision. However the issue should not be seen as a legal one from the beginning and the pathway to resolution should not be assumed to be a court-based or court-mandated process. Barring key exceptions such as urgency and safety issues, courts ought to be seen as a residual rather than a mainstream resource for managing or resolving disputes.”).

288. Id. at 197; see also Huntington, supra note 51, at 231-33 (identifying Family Relationship Centres as an example of an institution “to help unmarried parents transition from a romantic relationship to a co-parenting relationship”).

289. Engler, supra note 217, at 2007; Murphy, supra note 72, at 922.
state and private child support cases. Mediators must not only be versed in domestic relations and support law but also in the complex family dynamics and pressures experienced by unmarried parents who have limited resources. Family mediation models geared toward married couples who have co-parented in the past and must now establish post-separation caretaking and support arrangements will not necessarily be appropriate. Mediators must also have the cultural awareness and understanding necessary to assist litigants to resolve matters in a way that the parties perceive as fair and just.

Community courts provide an alternative vehicle for addressing custody, visitation and support issues, a vehicle that may foster more trust in the judicial process among the many low-income, unmarried litigants in state and private child support cases. Parents often express concern that those adjudicating and mediating their cases in traditional courts do not understand their family situations. Community courts are located in the neighborhoods where litigants live and are staffed by mediators and adjudicators who reside in the community and are familiar with the realities confronted by those seeking justice. Given their understanding of the context of litigants’ lives and the obstacles they face, community mediators and adjudicators are arguably in a better position to resolve matters in ways that are respected by the parties as fair and just.

In the United States, community courts have developed largely in response to outbreaks of crime and violence in particular neighborhoods. Such courts aim to devise realistic resolutions to disputes and thereby prevent further crime and promote community cohesion. Community courts also are proliferating.
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294. These community courts are different from the prolific problem-solving drug and juvenile courts, which are located in state trial courts and staffed by judges and court personnel. BUREAU OF JUSTICE ASSISTANCE, OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, COMMUNITY COURTS: AN EVOLVING MODEL 6 (2000), available at https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/bja/183452.pdf, archived at https://perma.cc/HDY9-XWTJ. The community courts use less punitive and more rehabilitative remedies to change behavior. Id. at 16. These courts focus on providing holistic, comprehensive services to enable parties to address the underlying causes of their criminal conduct so that they can avoid entanglements with the justice system. Id.
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in countries such as India, where large disparities in wealth and high concentrations of poverty are reflected in the inefficient and often inequitable meting out of justice for low-income litigants. Observers report that the trust that litigants have in the adjudicators, in addition to the community pressure that is placed on litigants to adhere to the tribunal’s decisions, lead to high levels of compliance with community court orders.

A community court specifically addressing child custody, visitation and support may render more relevant and appropriate resolutions of disputes for families involved in state and private child support cases. Although further research would be necessary to document the actual impact of such courts, they hold the promise of promoting family cohesion and respect for the fairness of outcomes.

C. Institute Procedural Safeguards to Ensure Due Process, Prevent Manipulation of Outcomes, and Protect Families in Situations of Domestic Violence

To develop a meaningful process for addressing parenting time in the child support context, courts and administrative agencies must implement procedures that safeguard due process and protect parents and children from manipulation. First and foremost, both parents must be considered parties in state-initiated proceedings. Assigning party status to both custodial and noncustodial parents would ensure that both parents receive adequate notice and opportunity to be heard on issues related to caretaking of children.

Secondly, courts should require that child support orders incorporating custody/visitation agreements be temporary to monitor whether parties follow through on their obligations. Reviews of such orders could be set at reasonable intervals such as three to six months, to ensure that any decrease in support based on commitments of shared parenting are actualized. These safeguards prevent parents from committing to increased visitation or shared parenting as a means for reducing their support, leaving custodial parents with a cumbersome remedy for modifying the order. These reviews could take place in more informal CDTP. In September 2013, the National Center for State Courts released a review of a model community court in Brooklyn, New York entitled the “Red Hook Model.”
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settings such as community based organizations or mediation centers so long as parents retain their ability to seek more formal redress or modification if the temporary order is not functioning as anticipated.

Finally, state agencies must improve the screening process for opt out and waiver in cases involving domestic violence. Parents who have been subjected to domestic violence by co-parents should have the ability to opt-out of mediation or adjudication of custody and visitation issues in support proceedings. Post-separation, abusive ex-partners often use custody litigation as a tool to continue to exert control and instill fear. An opt-out is essential to ensure that custodial parents have the opportunity to pursue the financial relief that is often critical to autonomy from an abusive partner, without mandating the increased contact and communication that often results from parenting time schedules and jeopardizes the safety of these parents and their children.

Parents must be fully informed about opt out and waiver options to ensure that decisions regarding whether or not to address custody and visitation issues are fully informed. To increase the likelihood that custodial parents will feel comfortable disclosing abuse, child support agencies and courts should partner with advocacy organizations to conduct screenings and educate parents about their options. Given the widespread inefficacies of current state child support agencies’ domestic violence waiver options, the federal Office of Child Support Enforcement should fund a number of pilot programs to innovate and test new mechanisms for identifying parents who qualify for opt-outs, informing them of their options, and supporting their choices.

Establishing such an opt-out would not preclude a noncustodial parent from initiating his own case for custody and parenting time (as is true under the current system), but an effectively designed and implemented opt-out will allow parents who have been abused to weigh independently which remedies are worth the risks they may pose. When parents who have experienced abuse want to pursue custody and parenting time, the matters should be referred to courts equipped to engage in the careful scrutiny of cases necessary to ensure that safety and relative bargaining power are taken into account when fashioning custody and visitation orders.

---
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D. Prioritizing Programs that Directly Incentivize or Supplement Economic Support of Children

Rather than focusing on formalizing parenting time arrangements as a mechanism for increasing formal child support compliance, particularly when further research on whether a causal connection exists is still needed, Congress and OCSE should prioritize and expand funding for initiatives that directly enhance the earning capacity of parents and address the structural poverty issues underlying low wage earners’ struggle to support their children. Such initiatives include employment assistance programs for noncustodial parents, recognition of in-kind support and limited child support assurance.

States have developed successful models for providing employment and related supportive services. In New York’s Strengthening Families Initiative, for example, state child support agencies, social services organizations, and legal services providers partnered to help noncustodial parents obtain employment training as well as other supportive services such as legal assistance for those fathers seeking custody or visitation or for those needing legal help removing barriers to employment such as expunging of criminal records. The empirical evidence evaluating the success of this program was generally positive, though the degree to which compliance with support orders increased was mixed and depended on the employment experience of participants. Courts also increasingly have taken a “problem solving” approach to encouraging compliance with child support obligations. In Georgia, for example, a problem-solving child support court offers referrals to employment programs for unemployed non-custodial parents. The program helped fathers obtain employment and increased child support compliance rates. Virginia, North Carolina, Washington, D.C., and Pennsylvania have adopted similar models. As state
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budgets continue to contract, federal support of this type of program is more critical than ever.\textsuperscript{314} OCSE also should encourage states to acknowledge the many ways in which noncustodial parents financially support their children by recognizing in-kind contributions. OCSE could encourage states to expand the definition of child support to include in-kind contributions and fund pilot projects to implement and evaluate this practice. Increased recognition of in-kind contributions could have the added benefit of facilitating interaction of fathers with children.\textsuperscript{315} Many custodial parents recognize that noncustodial parents who provide in-kind and direct contributions to children are, at least in part, fulfilling their responsibilities to support their children.\textsuperscript{316} Scholars such as Solangel Maldonado have suggested a system of crediting in-kind and non-financial contributions against formal child support orders.\textsuperscript{317} This system would not only incentivize providing direct economic support for children, but could incentivize noncustodial parent contact with children by conditioning the credit on the noncustodial parent visiting with and assisting with the caretaking of the child.\textsuperscript{318}

Although it is important to increase employment assistance opportunities for noncustodial parents and credit their in-kind contributions, low-income custodial parents are left in a vulnerable economic position if they receive minimal or no direct financial assistance from the other parent as a result. Unless noncustodial

\begin{itemize}
  \item Evaluations of employment assistance programs for non-custodial parents suggest that successful programs have certain elements in common: i) employment services personnel are located in courts or at child support agencies; ii) child support staff are located on-site at employment assistance centers; and iii) job training, apprenticeship and education opportunities (such as GED) are available. In addition, successful programs use incentives such as temporary reduction of support, reinstatement of driver's licenses, transportation assistance and work stipends.
  \item Agencies conduct effective follow-up, monitor compliance of participants, refer participants to a range of supportive services and impose meaningful sanctions for non-participation. Evaluators have noted that success may be attributed in part to participation in a particularly well-designed program and in part to the motivation level of the noncustodial parent. See Stacy Brustin, \textit{Child Support: Shifting the Burden in Low Income Families}, 20 GEO. J. POV. L. & POLICY 1, 42-43 (2012).
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{314} Evaluations of employment assistance programs for non-custodial parents suggest that successful programs have certain elements in common: i) employment services personnel are located in courts or at child support agencies; ii) child support staff are located on-site at employment assistance centers; and iii) job training, apprenticeship and education opportunities (such as GED) are available. In addition, successful programs use incentives such as temporary reduction of support, reinstatement of driver's licenses, transportation assistance and work stipends. Agencies conduct effective follow-up, monitor compliance of participants, refer participants to a range of supportive services and impose meaningful sanctions for non-participation. Evaluators have noted that success may be attributed in part to participation in a particularly well-designed program and in part to the motivation level of the noncustodial parent. See Stacy Brustin, \textit{Child Support: Shifting the Burden in Low Income Families}, 20 GEO. J. POV. L. & POLICY 1, 42-43 (2012).
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parents can enhance their earning capacity, (rather than simply securing any low wage job available) those working full time at or near the minimum wage will qualify for a low-income adjustment under most state child support guidelines and will pay as little as $50 per month in support.319 Enhancing earning capacity and addressing other barriers to securing higher paying employment take time. In the interim, low-income custodial parents, particularly those that are leaving or have left TANF, struggle to subsist with little or no financial support from the noncustodial parent. Therefore, there is a need to provide families with child support supplements, at least on a temporary basis, to enable custodial parents to provide shelter, food and other costly essentials for families during the time that they are receiving solely in-kind or minimal cash contributions from the noncustodial parent.

One possibility would be to provide an interim boost, in the form of a benefit or tax credit, to families when the custodial and/or noncustodial parent is participating in a work program designed to strengthen the parent's earning capacity and employability.320 Another option for providing support assurance while continuing to incentivize work for noncustodial parents would be to provide meaningful stipends or wages for government sponsored employment training or community works projects, which could then be used to provide financial support for children.321 This type of interim incentive program has the potential to encourage parents to strengthen their earning capacity while ensuring a minimal standard of living for low-income custodial parent families.

CONCLUSION

The goal of recapturing costs expended on public assistance historically has driven federal child support policy. The mission to recapture cost has come at the expense of the autonomy of low-income parents who, as a condition of receiving benefits, assign their right to make financial caretaking and health insurance coverage decisions to the state. As the TANF rolls have dwindled, the mission of the federal child support program has begun to shift from cost recapture to promotion of stability and financial independence for families. State agencies increasingly are seeking ways to offer employment assistance, expand the earning capacity of parents, facilitate access of parents to children, and set realistic support orders to benefit families directly and prevent future welfare dependence.

320. See id. at 48-51; Huntington, supra note 51, at 234-35. Although a full exploration of the promises and challenges of implementing and funding child support supplements is beyond the scope of this paper, for a more detailed explanation of the potential impacts of and barriers to implementation of an “assured child support benefit,” see Irwin Garfinkel et al., Findings of the Wisconsin Child Support Reform Project: Introduction and Summary, CHILD SUPPORT ASSURANCE DESIGN ISSUES, EXPECTED IMPACTS, AND POLITICAL BARRIERS AS SEEN FROM WISCONSIN 1, 5 (1992).
321. See Brustin, supra note 314, at 50.
The proposition that the increased access of fathers to their children leads to greater child support compliance has gained particular prominence in recent years and has led the Obama Administration and members of Congress to recommend that “parenting time provisions” be incorporated in state-initiated child support actions. The intentions behind these proposals may be laudable and the goal to offer parents involved in the child support process the ability to address all caretaking issues regarding their children in one proceeding is overdue. But the federal “parenting time” proposals put forth in the Administration’s Budget and the HHS proposed regulation threaten to usurp the autonomy that unmarried parents currently retain to allocate caretaking responsibilities. The proposals also risk weakening the quality of custody and visitation adjudications for low income, unrepresented litigants, and increasing the potential for coercion and harm in cases with a history of domestic violence. The potential benefits of these policies pale in comparison to the risks they pose. Rather than pursuing simplified solutions, policymakers should adopt a multilayered approach that supports parents in addressing their financial and caretaking needs while respecting the integrity of their choices.